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Office of Inspector General 

Memorandum 
Date:  October 12, 2022 

Subject:  INFORMATION: Audit Announcement | FRA’s Oversight of Railroad Hours of 
Service and Fatigue Management | Project No. 22S3004S000  

 Federal Railroad Administration 

From:  David Pouliott 
Assistant Inspector General for Surface Transportation Audits 

To:  Federal Railroad Administrator 

Although the number of railroad accidents fell from 2011 to 2020,1 Federal 
Railroad Administration (FRA) data shows that human factors, including fatigue, 
remain the leading cause of reportable non-grade crossing train accidents. For 
example, the National Transportation Safety Board determined that the actions of 
a fatigued train conductor likely led to the April 28, 2015, collision in Roswell, NM 
that resulted in one death, one serious injury, and $2 million in damages. 

To address fatigue-related safety risks, FRA oversees compliance with hours of 
service (HOS) laws and regulations for freight and passenger railroads 
respectively, which prescribe employee maximum time on duty and minimum 
rest hours. The 2008 Rail Safety Improvement Act substantially impacted this 
oversight area, and practices such as precision scheduled railroading have also 
changed how railroads utilize and schedule staff. Given the impact of operational 
practices changes on staffing, and that human factors, including fatigue, continue 
to be the leading cause of non-grade crossing train accidents, we are initiating an 
audit to evaluate FRA’s oversight of railroad hours of service and fatigue 
management. 

We plan to begin the audit this month and will contact your audit liaison to 
schedule an entrance conference. We will conduct our work primarily at FRA 
Headquarters and may observe FRA HOS inspections or audits in other locations. 
If you have any questions, please contact me or Wendy Harris, Program Director. 

cc: DOT Audit Liaison, M-1 
FRA Audit Liaison, ROA-2 

                                                            
1 Based on FRA data, there were 11,535 accidents in 2011 and 8,798 in 2020. This translates to a rate of 16.1 accidents 
per million train miles in 2011 and 15.4 accidents per million train miles in 2020.  
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